MAKING PARTIES AND
EVENTS A GREAT SUCCESS
WHATEVER THE WEATHER

MARQUEES FOR PARTIES,
SHOWS AND EVENTS
FOR HIRE AND FOR SALE

6m WIDE MULTI-SPAN MARQUEES - 2016

Marquees have long been the ideal solution for temporary outdoor cover. Nowadays new
materials make them more affordable, easily transportable and quick and easy to erect
FUNCTIONALITY
This marquee is manufactured in 17 different sizes! And if you find that you need a smaller or
larger marquee at a later date, the multi-span option offers the degree of flexibility you need. For
example, if you have purchased a 6m x 6m structure but now find that a 6m x 10m would be more
suitable, you can purchase a 6m x 10m canopy (roof) to make your marquee bigger. It comes with
a manufacturer’s quality guarantee, including a 7-day warranty.
Sidewalls are made up of linked 2m bays with each bay having its own zipped side panel, which
can be detached to create an opening anywhere around the marquee. Each wall incorporates large
Georgian style windows in its side panels. The vertical side walls mean it can stand flush with
adjoining buildings to maximise floor space as required. The side walls also have 15cm/6” side
skirts to promote better water run-off and drainage. The frame simply slots together and each leg
comes complete with a base plated that can be pegged, bolted or weighted, or fitted to base bars.

SAFETY NOTE
We recommend that you anchor your marquee during even the calmest weather conditions using a
combination of tie down kits, steel stakes. Use weights and ground bars when on hard ground.

DURABILITY
The range of marquees is built to last. Note the key features and specification
 350g polyethylene UV-stabilised tarpaulin cover (canopy only)
 British fire-rated to BS 5438 and BS 7837
 Georgian style window panels with a blind ↙ Heavy duty brass eyelets
 Industrial duty zips on the front and side entry panels
 Strong 44mm tubular steel frame and 44mm corner joints
 Powder-coated framework ↙ Tube wall thickness 1.2mm
 3 Zips on each end panel for 3 different size door entries
 Locating / retaining screw at each joint for stability and strength
 Heavy-duty Velcro and bungee cord straps
 Full instructions and care manual
Height Dimensions: Eve Height: 205 cm ; Centre Apex Height: 370cm

PRICES (March ’16)
PE Material – 6x6m = £735 ; 6x8m = £899; 6x10m = £1,015
PVC Material – 6x6m = £1,015; 6x8m = £1,295 ; 6x10m = £1,405
+ Tie-down kits (£12/pair) + Base-bars (4x6m £65, 4x8m £75, 4x10m £80) ; Free Delivery
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